
Welcome back!

Thank you to our morning 
sessions sponsor, De Ruiter Seeds

And to our afternoon sessions 
sponsor, Gautier Semences
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the context was tricky… and we still overachieved all our objectives

• We were agile

• We developed versatile assets

• We used all communication channels

• We developed a partnership with a high-profile premium 

brand – and were supported by other smaller brands too



Persuade consumers 
that British toms taste 
better than imported 

varieties 

Promote British 
tomatoes as 

sustainable and better 
for the local economy

Inspire consumers to 
buy premium varieties of 

British toms 

Inspire consumers to ask 
retailers to stock British 

toms

a reminder of our communication objectives



the highlights



This year, the Platinum Jubilee fell during the 

fortnight, providing us with the perfect theme for 

our consumer activity. We developed a suite of 

recipes perfect for royal celebrations and 

encouraged our loyal community of foodies online 

to share their Jubilee recipes featuring British toms. 

a royal theme



new recipes



a new partnership with Maldon Salt

Maldon Salt was a perfect match for our campaign: a beloved, 

British staple in pantries across the country. We launched a 

giveaway competition on Instagram, which ran for a week. 

During this time, we saw our reach increase by 900%, and our 

engagements up by 900%. We also saw 320 new accounts start 

following us.

57k
people follow
Maldon Salt

16,740
people

reached

1,774
people liked
the post, 456 

commented and 
64 saved it



retailer support: Aldi, Sainsbury’s and M&S

We worked with Aldi to create an educational piece 

around the importance of buying British tomatoes for 

their internal employee website. 

Thanks to the brilliant support from the Sainsbury’s team 

in promoting British produce, Roly featured on in-store 

promotions nationwide. We used this as a hook to 

develop a local press story and plenty of social media 

collateral.

We received exceptional support on social media from 

M&S too, who shared recipes for BTF twice to their 

audience of over 7.5 million followers on Instagram and 

Facebook. 



Our 69 pieces of coverage broken down:

• 8 pieces of national coverage

• 33 pieces of regional coverage

• 12 pieces of consumer coverage

• 9 pieces of trade coverage

• 7 pieces of email and blog coverage

Some of our highlights include coverage in The Sun, The 

Independent, Top Santé and lots of BBC Local Radio 

interviews.

media coverage results (at-a-glance)

43.5 million
total reach

69 
pieces

of coverage overall

11 million
reached through 

broadcast

1,000% increase 
from 2021

20 pieces 
of broadcast 

coverage



Searches for ”British tomato fortnight” were up by 174% from last year (April-July): a testament to the impact of quality over 

quantity.

The graph below compares searches for the term ”British tomato fortnight” over the same three-month period (April-July) – 2022 is 

marked out in red.

the impact of our coverage



Searches for ”British tomatoes” were up by 57% from last year (from April – August). This isn’t solely down to our coverage – as 

noted below (and as a result, not all mentions will be positive). 

By securing coverage across four months, we were able to increase and sustain interest in British tomatoes throughout the first half 

of the season.

the impact of our coverage

BTF
UK tomato 

shortage story

GE crop story



a seven-page Delicious spread



coverage highlights 



coverage highlights



meanwhile, online…

Across social media, we saw fantastic support from 

retailers sharing their British tomato displays, as well 

as restaurants and local shops proudly promoting the 

occasion.



here’s what people were saying…



535,560
accounts 
reached

23,950
engagements

610
new followers

social media highlights

910 pieces
of user-generated

content

897
campaign

hashtags used

social media results (at-a-glance)



We were extremely targeted with our approach to 

influencer marketing this year.

Last year, our total reach was over 2 million, but that 

only resulted in 7.9k engagements. We’ve managed 

to create a 21% uplift with less than a quarter of the 

audience size – by targeting influencers with strong 

engagement. Higher engagement = a better invested 

audience.

six shiny new influencers



In addition to our tomato content posts, partnership 

with Maldon and influencer content, we ran a 

#JuicyJubilee competition allowing users to show off 

their tasty Jubilee dishes which featured British toms.

We had almost 300 entries – generating fantastic 

content which we shared on our channels too. 

the competition



key learnings for next 
year…



some learnings

• Investing in professional photography and recipe development paid dividends: recipes were a good mix of 

premium/cheap, vegan/meaty, and simple/complex, making them easy to use when pivoting our pitching approach

• Local stories are impactful – and growers a key to this: it’s not always easy or possible, but when growers commit 

time to do some PR, the quality of coverage exceeds our expectations each and every time

• Broadcast works: looking beyond coverage numbers – broadcast opens up more in-depth conversations around our 

core themes and messaging. And we’ve got the data to prove this. Despite securing less coverage than last year, 

Google searches were up and sustained over a longer period than last year



some learnings

• A simple, unifying theme works time and time again: the Jubilee was a perfect hook to celebrate BTF across all 

channels

• Brand partnerships helped us broaden our audiences on social: working with a mix of partners helped amplify our 

reach and engage with different demographics. We were able to target shoppers of premium products by partnering 

with Maldon Salt

• The Fortnight is a great hook; however, the season runs for much longer. Are we missing an opportunity here? 

British toms are in store nationwide until October (and sometimes, all year round), can we communicate this to 

consumers more effectively (and for longer)



BTF worked so well this year 
(AGAIN), thanks to you. 

thank you for pulling together 
and please get in touch if you 
want to join BTF HQ next year.


